Adventure down roads less travelled above the fog where the wild things are. Hidden among the majestic redwoods of Bonny Doon you will discover wonderful art created in this extraordinary environment.

FREE EVENT

Sponsored by:

MAP ON THE BACK

7th Annual
DOONART
Bonny Doon Studio Tour
Saturday & Sunday, July 29 & 30, 11 am–5 pm
Visit 29 Artists in 16 Studios!

Tessa Hope Hasty
Soulscapes – Acrylic Paintings on Wood
600 Martin Road

Linda Levy
Digital Painting, Ceramics & Jewelry
416 Westdale Drive

Liz Whitaker
Home & Garden Sculpture
416 Westdale Drive

Carol Riddle
Watercolor Landscapes
416 Westdale Drive

Dianne Hoffman
Mixed Media Assemblage
2720 Smith Grade

Leslie Morgan
Mixed Media
2720 Smith Grade

Barbara Codd
Abstract Mixed Media Paintings
2720 Smith Grade

Steve Baranowski
Handmade Ceramic Tile Art
49 Davenport Ave., Davenport

Nancy Howe
Watercolors & Norwegian Rosemaling
4141 Smith Grade

Ed Dickie
Local Nature Photography
60 Davenport Ave., Davenport

Sage Lee
Large Canvases in Oil
60 Davenport Ave., Davenport

Mattie Leeds
Ceramics, Pots & Sculpture
7258 Empire Grade

Joan Hellenthal
Pastels & Oil Paintings
4177 Smith Grade

Jennifer Des Cognet
Handcrafted Leather/Carpet Bags
51 Davenport Ave., Davenport

Sam Clarkson
Native Santa Cruz Clay
15 Patrick Road

Suzanne Elliott
Plein Air Oil Paintings
189 McGivern Way

Eunice Van der Linden
Plein Air Oil Paintings
189 McGivern Way

Bud Bogle
Handmade Furniture
21 First Ave., Davenport

Eva Bernstein
Printmaking & Drawing
270 Quail Drive

Barbara Codd
Abstract Mixed Media Paintings
2720 Smith Grade

Dianne Hoffman
Mixed Media Assemblage
2720 Smith Grade

Robyn Krause
Plein Air Oil Paintings
189 McGivern Way

Leslie Morgan
Mixed Media
2720 Smith Grade

Jane Eagan
Jewelry
391 Westport Lane

Raf Strudley
Hand Turned Wood Vessels
7011 Empire Grade

Steve Hum
Porcelain Garden Lanterns
7011 Empire Grade

April Zilber
Glass Art
7011 Empire Grade

Michael Singer
Handmade Wood Furniture
7011 Empire Grade
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